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WHY THE ESS NEEDS A
BETTER ROOM!
By: Andreas Zailo

While Lakehead Engineering is filled with students
from around Canada, one of the main advantages
that they bring is the educational experience they
participated in to get here. It seems that in many
cases, these schools had what Lakehead still does
not; a dedicated building for engineering students.
While the fourth floor of the library may be considered the domain of studious engineering students,
there are still many improvements that could be
made.

ing at LU, this is not felt more than in the 3D modelling, which Lakehead currently does not teach. It is
sad and slightly ironic that students graduating from
a 2 year tech program will have more skills in design
and stress analysis than a 4-year graduate from this
engineering program.
What the Engineering Student Society would like to
do to remedy this, it to build, borrow or steal another room in the school that would be dedicated for the
sole purpose of engineering. We propose putting at
least 12 computers along with the software to run
them in the same space and allow students to use
this equipment to either design 3D models of their
work, complete their homework in a great environment, and as well give them the opportunity to build
prototypes. While the school has a 3D printer that is
older than most students, we would also like to purchase a 3D printer with dissolvable material as well
as ABS plastic for student use. We believe that this
would give students the opportunity to showcase
their skills even further by printing a model of the
road they are proposing, an electrical circuit box, or
a simple mechanical linkage. It is our hope, that the
success of this room would lead to further expansion
and perhaps a lab for each of the engineering disciplines to use at their discretion.

In my previous school, two rooms were set aside for
our mechanical engineering class. One consisted of
large tables, with a projector and whiteboards. The
second room contained enough computers for our
entire class with all of the software that we needed to
use, such as Pro Engineer, Master CAM and AutoCAD. These rooms were provided separately to each
discipline in the school and while during the day
they were used for other classes, during the night
they were under the sole ownership of engineering
students. For a small deposit we were provided key
cards which guaranteed us access between 5pm until
8am, allowing us more than sufficient time to finish
our homework and work on our projects.
At Lakehead University, there is a proposed Engineering building that will be built in “10 years or so.”
In my opinion, this is not soon enough. In addition
to a lack of dedicated study space, there is an extreme lack of engineering software. It is my belief
that if the faculty is going to offer a class to teach,
they should also be providing the software in order
to complete the activities. For mechanical engineer-

We have tried to work with LUSU on this venture,
without success and are now looking to the Faculty
for support. We believe that if Lakehead is to become a better school with greater learning opportunities, a small step now will allow for big changes in
the future.
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A NOTE FROM THE ESSCO PRESIDENT
By: FIRST LAST

Hello students of Ontario
engineering schools! I am
Jake Lipohar, the President of the Engineering
Student Societies’ Council
of Ontario for the 20152016 school year. This
role places me as the leader and voice of ESSCO, an organization that represents the collective ideals of the 14 member societies to government, industry professionals and
external organizations.

gineers Ontario, Ontario Society of Professional
Engineers and the Canadian Federation of Engineering Students to improve your educational
experience and make Ontario’s engineering graduates the best in the country (and one day, the
world!)
An engineering degree will teach you problem
solving, resourcefulness and innovation. To improve on these aspects, ESSCO is starting a Charity Fund geared towards sponsoring conferences
that connect students together, and university
teams that showcase the engineering spirit.

Design teams from each school will be able to apESSCO was created in 1994* as a response to the ply for access to this fund, and corporate sponstudent’s lack of a voice in their education and
sors will be rewarded for their charitable donahow universities prepared them for industry.
tions. We hope to accomplish this over the next
Through a four member executive and 14 mem- couple of years!
ber council, we work alongside Professional En2
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2015/2016 ESS EXECUTIVE

A NOTE FROM THE ESSCO PRESIDENT CONITNUTED:
As well, ESSCO wants to understand what the
Ontario engineering student experiences on a
daily basis. Through a carefully crafted survey,
we expect to produce meaningful data that will
be shared with the community at large in hopes
of increasing the quality of our education and the
livelihood of our classmates.

great place to make effective changes that can
strongly affect students across the province.

I am honoured and excited to be in this position.
With the adoption of our new Strategic Plan,
ESSCO has a clear vision of what we want to accomplish over the next five years. We are in a

Jake Lipohar
President
Engineering Student Societies’ Council of Ontario
www.essco.ca

I sincerely look forward to what we may soon accomplish.

Kind regards,
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Where can you take Lakehead Engineering?
Back in 2003, one Lakehead’s Engineering student’s took his
Engineering Pride on Summer Vacation! Our flag is spending some time with the Eiffel Tower in Paris, France and
with Tower Bridge in London, England. Bring the flag on
your vacation and post your photo’s on our Facebook Page.
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The Engineering Equipment Endowment Fund (E3F) is used
by undergraduate engineering students and the faculty for
purchasing specialized laboratory equipment. A posion on
this commiee allows students to have a direct role in
addressing the needs of the Engineering laboratory
equipment.

EEEF Posion Structure
EEEF Chair
2nd Year Chemical
2nd Year Civil
2nd Year Electrical
2nd Year Mechanical
2nd Year Soware
3rd or 4th Year Chemical
3rd or 4th Year Civil
3rd or 4th Year Electrical
3rd or 4th Year Mechanical
3rd or 4th Year Soware
ESS President
Dean, Faculty of Engineering (non-vo ng)

Members of this board have ﬁnal decision on the annual
purchases and the use of the fund for laboratory
enhancements that may not be provided by university
funding.
Students are only eligible for the BOD if they have completed
at least one full year of engineering studies at Lakehead
University.
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How the EEEF is helping you!
By: Garth Grunerud

The Engineering Equipment Endowment Fund (EEEF) is an Undergraduate
Engineering initiative that was designed
to improve the laboratory environment
for undergraduate engineering students.
The initiative has been fully funded by
both past and present engineering students', each full time undergraduate student who has been enrolled in an engineering program at Lakehead has donated $35/year to this fund.
To date the fund is over $500,000, this
fund allowed the EEEF council to spend
approximately $18,000 last year on new
equipment for the mechanical engineering laboratory space ran by Kailash
Bhatia.
This laboratory equipment has been purchased for the undergraduate engineering students, by the undergraduate engineering students. The equipment shall
always be made available to active undergraduate engineering students by way
of the engineering department. Past
EEEF purchases include:

2011—Engine Dynamometer & Horizontal bandsaw;
2014—Spectrum Analyzers;
2015—Three computers w/ MasterCAM,
one Miller 250DX professional welding
machine, and one Miller 875 Plasma cutter w/ one automatic torch and one
manual control torch, and;
2016—Submit your request today!
This equipment has been purchased for
undergraduate students by undergraduate students. If a piece of laboratory
equipment has a label on it that says,
“Purchased by the EEEF” that equipment is available for you to use.
At present the student board of directors
who administer the EEEF fund annually
has some vacancies. Should you be interested in volunteering for a maximum of
four [4] meetings this academic year or
are interested in finding out more about
the Engineering Equipment Endowment
fund please contact the EEEF Chair,
Hammad Jadoon at eeef@lakeheadu.ca.

E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F
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STUDENT SERVICES

100% OFF
COOP SERVICES

UC0015 (BELOW THE AGORA)
Tel: 807 343 8804
Expiration Date:

TODAY

NEED A SUMMER JOB?
Try these:
www.wowjobs.ca
www.workopolis.ca
www.monster.ca
www.jobbank.ca
ca.indeed.com
www.canadajobs.ca
www.jobs.ca
www.kijiji.ca
www.linkedin.com
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The reality of workplace culture what university won’t teach you.
By: Reverend Matthew Henderson

E NGI NE E R I NG ST UD E NT SOCI E T Y

Since the civil rights movements of the
1960s Universities in North America
have been leading society towards equality for everyone. Relatively recently University culture has become focused on
the victims of social injustice and has developed a “safe space” attitude. The purpose of this “safe space” is to promote
equality and prevent oppression but unfortunately it has led to uncontrollable
victimhood.
Universities in the past were facilities of
radical new ideas and strong opinions.
Professors were often labelled as eccentric people because they were willing to
stand behind an opinion and be brutally
honest about the reality of things. A perfect example is the popularity of import
vehicles on University campuses between the World War and the Free Trade
Act when big three carmakers made
their vehicles in Canada and the United
States.
The latest trend on campuses everywhere has been to protect the trending
movements from any criticism or resistance and it’s poisoning the very foundation of higher learning – Free
Thought. This culture has gone beyond
the ethical responsibility we all have to
respect different cultures, sexualities,
etc., and created a system of “holy” top-
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ics which for some inexplicable reason are to be free
from criticism or differing
opinions. I’m writing this as
a plea to resist this mentality and prevent you from entering the workplace with this attitude.
People are free to live however they like
within the confines of the law but there
is absolutely nothing wrong with criticizing or not liking what people do. It’s not
oppression to offend someone and hurt
their feelings. It’s easy to be complacent
in the University atmosphere but I’ll let
you in on a little secret: The people who
love Donald Trump and his ideas actually exist. They run companies, they hire
people like you, and they don’t care
about what campus groups for helping
(insert cause here) think. They’re living
happy lives and if you want to get anywhere you have to play their game.
I’m not suggesting you adhere to their
ways of life but you have to be prepared
to disagree in a way that earns you good
reputation. Being able to argue intelligently instead of hiding behind your feelings or the feelings of others will transfer
into producing objectively good work
and developing relationships with all
types of people.
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FALL SEMSTER 2015

NEED MORE STUDY SPACE?

September 14

First day of classes

September 25

Final day to register

October 12

Thanksgiving (CLOSED)

November 6

Final day to withdraw

December 7

Final day of classes

December 8

Exam study day (No Class)

December 9-19

Examination Period

December 20

Contingency Date

December 24

Marks Due

By: Garth Gruneurd

2 0 1 5 / 2 0 1 6 E ven t s Ca len d a r

WINTER SEMESTER 2016
January 4

First day of classes

January 15

Final day to register

February 15

Family Day (CLOSED)

February 16-19

Reading Week

March 4

Final day to withdraw

March 25

Good Friday (CLOSED)

March 29

Easter Monday (CLOSED)

April 5

Final day of classes

April 6-7

Exam study (No Class)

April 8-21

Examination Period

April 22

Contingency Date

April 27

Marks Due

Should Lakehead University invest
in card reader access for Engineering Students? Have you ever had
to study in a corridor or been to
the library until close?
This technology could easily be implemented for Undergraduate Engineering students. Your student
card could easily become your Access Control Card and access control card readers could be installed
outside select laboratories or study
spaces.
The control system is quite simple,
scan into the room and scan out of
the room. The university could
then track who occupied the room
if something went missing. If 24
hour access interests you consult
with the Engineering Faculty today!

REMEMBER!
IT’S ALMOST
OVER, KEEP
YOUR HEAD
UP!
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ASHRAE Visit’s
Lakehead
On December 1, ASHRAE held an awareness
presentation at Lakehead University. Doug
Cochrane, Director and Regional Chair for
ASHRAE Region II, was on campus to inform Mechanical Engineering students that
ASHRAE has a lot to offer. With over 170
chapters worldwide and over 54,000 members globally the society can help people
both personally and professionally.
ASHRAE encourages student involvement
as it annually organizes a design competition where students are able to showcase
their engineering knowledge in designing
building systems. ASHRAE also provides
Scholarships and Grants that range from
$1,000 up to $10,000. Over 27 years
ASHRAE has awarded more than $1.5 million to over 300 students.
ASHRAE also encourages involvement once
formal education has been completed. They
now offer a YEA program that provides
young professionals to continue their training and to get involved with the ASHRAE
community.

Co-opera ve educa on is a formal part
of the curriculum that integrates classroom study with workplace experience
M,W,Th&F: 8:30am-4:30pm
T: 10:00am-4:30pm
(SC0008) In the LU Tunnels around the corner
from LUSU.

Coop Services
Tel: 807-343-8018
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SSA—Lakehead
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e s s .lus u.ca

